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ULTRAsoNIc RIBBON SPLICER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
l. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a method and apparatus for 

splicing ribbons, and more particularly, to methods of 
ultrasonically vibrating segments of ribbons together to 
heat fuse the ribbons. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Many business machines use “endless” ribbon car 

tridges in which a band of ribbon is continuously cy 
cled, thereby avoiding the necessity of changing or re 
versing ribbons during operation of the machine. 
Many of the main problems associated with the use 

of endless belt ribbons relate to the splicing used to 
form the ribbon into a continuous loop. lf the splice is 
too large or too thick, the ribbon will not function 
properly when struck by the type bar and will produce 
a defective image. However, if the splice is too small or 
too weak, the ribbon will separate, and the cartridge 
will fail to function. 
Attempts have been made in the past to eliminate the 

problem of splicing by manufacturing the ribbon in a 
continuous tubular form which is then sliced to form 
the individual thin ribbon loops. However, thismethod 
is relatively expensive and has provided cartridges 
which are less than satisfactory in many instances. y 
Attempts to ultrasonically weld portions of a 

preinked ribbon have been less than successful because 
the inks which are not useful for operation of the rib 
bon cartridges are special, low-friction inks adapted t0 
enhance the functioning of the ribbon when in the car 
tridge. Therefore, ultrasonic welding which relies on 
frictional forces between objects being joined has, to 
date, proved less than successful in providing consis 
tently high quality splices of ribbon segments, free of 
voids, and uniform in strength and dimensional charac 
teristics. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

ln order to overcome the problems inherent in the 
prior art, the present invention sets forth a method for 
ultrasonically splicing ribbons which consists of placing 
the segments of ribbon to be spliced in a fixture to hold 
the segments in proper position for maximum splice 
strength, tensioning at least one of the ribbon seg 

ments, then actuating an ultrasonic welding device to 
produce relative motion between the ribbon segments 
to fuse the segments. . 

Welding of the ribbon segments is accomplished by 
means of apparatus in which the ribbon segments to be 
spliced are placed. Pressure means bear against the po 
sitioned ribbon segments to fix the position of the rib 
bon segments and tension at least one of the segments 
by forcing the segment into a cavity in the apparatus, 
thereby tensioning the ribbon for ultrasonic welding. 
Accordingly, in view of the above` the present inven 

tion sets forth an apparatus for welding heat fusible rib 
bons which enables the layers of ribbon'which are to be 
welded to be positioned with respect to the welding im 
plement and then selectively tensioned to provide opti 
mum welding results. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide an 
apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fusible rib 
bons which prevents the holdingfixture from sympa 
thetically vibrating under the influence from the ultra 
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2 
sonic welding implement, to maximize the relative 
movement between the ultrasonicimplement and the 
layers of ribbon to be welded. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fusible rib 
bons, which enables accurate alignment of the layers of 
ribbon to be welded to assure the optimum splicing 
angle of the ribbon. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide an apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fus 
ible ribbons, which produces maximum welding heat by 
preventing sympathetic movement of the segments of 
the ribbon to be fused to eachother. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 

vide an apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fus 
ible ribbons, which is able to maximize the rubbing mo 
tion between the segments of ribbon to be welded. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
an apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fusible rib 
bons, which is able to vary the tension of the individual 
segments of ribbon to be weldedl to allow maximum 
sliding movement between the ribbon layers to produce 
optimum weld results. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fus 
ible ribbons, which is of simplified construction, reli 
able in operation, and inexpensive to fabricate. 
An additional object of the present invention is to 

provide an apparatus for ultrasonically welding ̀ heat 
fusible ribbons, which provides means for isolating the 
holding mechanisms for the segments of ribbon to be 
welded from any vibrations transmitted by the ultra 
sonic welding implement. 

It is another object of the present invention to pro 
vide an apparatus for ultrasonically welding heat fus 
ible ribbons, which provides self-aligning means for the 
apparatus holding the ribbon segments to be welded to 
properly align the ribbon segments with the ultrasonic 
welding implement. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a method for ultrasonically welding ribbon segments 
which maximizes the relative motion between segments 
of ribbon to be welded together. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a method for ultrasonically welding ribbon segments, 
which increases weld strength. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a method for ultrasonically `welding ribbon seg 
ments, which enables maximum contact between the 
segments of the ribbon to be welded and the ultrasonic 
welding mechanism.. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a method for ultrasonically welding ribbon seg 
ments, which reduces the unfavorable frictional effects 
between the segments of ribbon to be welded. 

It is also an object of the present invention to provide 
a method for ultrasonically welding ribbon segments, 
which tensions at least one o_f the segments to be 
welded to maximize relative motion between the rib 
bon segments produced by ultrasonic agitation. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a method for ultrasonically welding ribbon seg 
ments, which is relatively simple, effective, and uncom 
plicated. 
Other objects and advantages will be apparent from 

the following description of an embodiment of the in 
vention, and the novel features will be particularly 
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pointed out hereinafter in connection with the ap 
pended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. l is a perspective view showing an ultrasonic 

ribbon splicer built in accordance with the teachings of 
the present invention and a coacting ultrasonic unit. 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view, partially in section, 

showing the ultrasonic implement in coacting relation 
ship to the splicing mechanism. 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view, showing the relationship of 

the ultrasonic implement, ribbon tension fixture, and 
ribbon segments, just prior to splicing. 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the ribbon segments just after 

splicing. 
FIG. 5 is an exploded perspective view, partly in sec 

tion, of an embodiment of a pressure leg adaptable for 
use in the ultrasonic ribbon splicer shown in FIG. l. 

DESCRIPTION OF TI-IE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

As shown in FIGS. 1 through S, a ribbon splicing ap 
paratus, generally indicated at l0, consists of a locating 
bed member l2 and an upper plate 14 connected to an 
ultrasonic welding unit 16 by a bolt 18 which is locked 
to upper plate I4 by means of one or more locking nuts 
20 and is connected to the ultrasonic unit 16 by con 
ventional fastening means (not shown). 
The ultrasonic welding unit 16 is a standard, corn 

mercially available device, such as the “Branson 400 
Series Ultrasonic Plastic Welder.” It includes an acous 
tical horn 24 having a blade shaped end portion 26 
which extends from a movable carriage 22 which can 
be raised or lowered by appropriate positioning means 
(not shown). 
As is well known in the art, the acoustical horn is 

caused to vibrate in the range of 20,000 cycles per sec 
ond. When separate thermoplastic items are placed in 
contact with each other, and one of these items brought 
in Contact with the tip of the ultrasonic horn, the vibra 
tions will pass from the horn into the plastic and travel 
until they meet the abutting surfaces. At this interface, 
the intense vibration of one surface moving against the 
other at ultrasonic frequencies causes sufficient 
buildup of heat through friction to melt the plastic and 

` create a weld. 

As shown in FIG. 1, the upper plate 14 of the ribbon 
tensioning fixture l5 is connected to a locating bed 12 
by aligning means consisting of'guides 28 and 30 con 
nected to the upper plate by means of locking nuts 32 
and 34. The guides 28 and 30 aligns the ribbon tension 
fixture with the locating bed and maintains a parallel 
relationship between the upper plate 14 and the locat 
ing bed l2 during the splicing operation. The connec 
tion of the upper plate 14 to both the carriage 22 of the 
ultrasonic unit, by means of connecting bolt 18, and the 
locating bed 12, by means of guides 28 and 30, insures 
that the upper plate 14 of the ribbon tension fixture is 
positioned with relation to the locating bed in accor 
dance with the positioning of the ultrasonic welding 
horn. 
The upper >plate 14 vof the ribbon tensioning fixture 

consists of two shoulder portions 38 and 40 connected 
by a narrow neck portion 36 which is cut out to allow 
clearance for the ultrasonic horn 24. Each shoulder 
portion has a plurality of pressure legs 42 extending 
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4 
downward to coact with appropriate forms in the lo 
cating bed which will be explained below. 
The locating bed 12 is adapted to be fastened to a 

fixed immovable surface by means of bolts 44 and 46 
and lock washer 48 and 50, or any other standard, con 
venient fastening means. A pad (not shown) can be 
placed between the bottom of the locating bed 12 and 
the fixed immovable surface to which it is fastened to 
further insure that no sympathetic vibrations from the 
acoustic horn 24 will be transferred to the locating bed. 
A plurality of ribbon positioning grooves 52 are formed 
in the upper surface of locating bed 12. These grooves 
are in an X-shaped pattern or mirror imaged “V” pat 
terns which converge on a well or depression 54 in the 
central portion of the locating bed. An anvil plate 56 
is secured in the well 54 by means of screws 58 or any 
other convenient fastening means. 
The anvil plate includes an anvil 60 which bisects the 

angle of intersection of the ribbon positioning grooves 
52. The upper flat surface of the anvil 60 is adapted to 
coact with the bottom flat surface of the blade portion 
26 of acoustic horn 24, as will be described below, dur 
ing the process of splicing the ribbons. 
Each of the ribbon positioning grooves 52 has a de~ 

pression or enlarged circular area 62 adapted to coact 
with ribbon positioning pads 64 connected to the out 
wardmost pressure legs 42 on each shoulder. Further, 
each ribbon positioning groove 52 has a cavity 66 
adapted to coact with the tension foot 68 which is posi 
tioned directly above the cavity and connected to each 
of the inner pressure legs 42 on each of the shoulders. 

As seen in FIGS. 2 and 3, when ribbon segment 72 
is placed in ribbon positioning grooves 52, the ribbon 
positioning pads 64 will be pressing downward on the 
ribbon segments to hold them in the ribbon positioning 
groove 52 and, at the same time, the ribbon tensioning 
feet 68 will force a portion of the ribbon down into the 
tensioning cavities 66, thereby stretching the ribbon 
segment between the tensioning feet to hold it immo 
bile for proper welding from the acoustical horn 24. 
As can be seen from FIGS. l through 3, when it is de 

sired to splice two ribbon segments 70 and 72, the seg 
ments are laid out in the ribbon positioning grooves 52 
over the anvil 60, and then the ultrasonic carriage is 
brought down in order to bring the blade portion 26 of 
the ultrasonic horn 24 into proper operative relation 
ship with the anvil for fusing the material. As shown in 
FIG. 1, the relative positions of the positioning pads 
and tensioning feet to the bottom portion of the ultra 
sonic horn are such that as the carriage is brought 
down, first the positioning pad 64 will contact the 
spaced portions of one ribbon segment, to hold that rib 
bon segment in relation to the anvil and the ultrasonic 
horn. As the horn continues downward, the tensioning 
feet 68 will force a small quantity of the ribbon down 
into the coacting tensioning feet cavities 66 to tension 
the ribbon to the predetermined tension. Then, only 
after the ribbon has been stretched into the tension feet 
cavities will the horn be brought to its full downward 
travel to place it in proper relationship to the ribbon 
and anvil for ultrasonic welding. 
As shown in FIG. 5 and in FIG. 1, in order for the de 

vice to properly operate, the pressure leg means 42 
must have biased movement in the vertical plane in 
order for proper coaction between the positioning 
pads, the tensioning feet and the ultrasonic welding 
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horn. As shown in FIG. 5, each of the pressure legs con 
sist of a center post 74 movable vertically within a tu 
bular member 76 and biased downward by means of 
spring 78. The center post 74 has an enlarged head 76 
which seats against an end wall 77 in the tubular mem 
ber 76. The appropriate pressure pad 64 or tensioning 
foot 68 will be connected to the movable center post 
74 depending upon the function of the particular pres 
sure leg. The pressure pad 64 is connected to the center 
post 74 by screw threads. 
As shown in FIG. 5, the pressure legs are bolted di 

rectly to the upper plate 14 and held in position by 
means of conventional threaded fastening means 80 ex 
tending through a collar 82. The pressure leg apparatus 
42, shown in FIG. 5, Venables the force exerted by the 
spring 78 of the pressure leg to be adjusted. This adjust 
ment is provided by means of an adjusting screw 84 
threadably engaging the upper portion of the tubular 
member 76 for compressing the spring 78 between the 
screw 84 and the enlarged head 75 of the center-post 
74 at varying amounts. 
The pressure legs 42 for the tensioning feet 68 have 

a pin 87 extending transversely from the center post 74 
through an elongated slot 88 in the tubular member 76. 
This pin and slot arrangement retains the tensioned 
foot 68 in a predetermined alignment with the cavities 
66. 

DEsCRiP'rIoN oF THE METHOD 
Having discussed the apparatus used for ultrasoni 

cally splicing ribbons, the method by which the ribbons 
themselves are spliced is fairly straightforward and will 
now be described. 

In splicing ribbon segments, the separate segments 70 
and 72 are placed in the aligned ribbon positioning 
grooves 52 of locating bed 12 so that they cross at an 
angle over the anvil 60. lt has been found through ex 
perimentation that the most satisfactory angle for opti 
mum splicing results is approximately 30°. However, 
many other angles can also be used to achieve satisfac 
tory splicing results. 

After the ribbon segments are placed in the ribbon 
positioning grooves 52, the carriage 22 for the acousti 
cal horn 24 is started downward in its pathof travel 
towards the locating bed. As the carriage 22 moves 
down, the plate 14 connected to the carriage will move 
downward so that the pairs of diagonally opposing rib 
bon positioning pads 64 will coact with their mating en 
largements 62 in the ribbon positioning groove directly 
below them to hold each of the ribbon segments in 
proper relative position within the ribbon positioning 
grooves. 
As the carriage 22 continues to move downward, the 

tensioning feet 68 will then force portions of the ribbon 
into the coacting cavities 66 of the positioning grooves 
to tension the ribbon segments 70 and 72 in prepara 
tion for the welding procedure. It should be pointed out 
that although FIG. l shows the apparatus set up to use 
all four tensioning feet, the splicing process can be car 
ried on with less than all of the tensioning feet in use. 
So, for example, it may be desirable to tension only one 
of the two ribbon segments, depending upon the char 
acteristics of the ribbon. or possibly to tension one or 
both of the ribbon segments by use of only one of the 
diagonally opposed pairs of tensioning feet. 
After the tensioning feet have been positioned, the 

acoustical horn continues downward on its path of 
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6 
travel until it comes to the position in which the tip of 
blade 26 will press the overlapping ribbon segments 70 
and 72 against the top surface of the anvil 60 when the 
acoustical horn is actuated. The oscillations or high 
speed ultrasonic vibrations of the horn are imparted to 
the tensioned ribbon segments 7l]l and 72 causing fric 
tional heat by the rubbing together of the two seg 
ments, which heat is sufficient to :melt the thermoplas 
tic material from which the ribbon segments are made, 
thereby fusing the segments of the ribbon together. Ad 
ditionally, the force of the acoustical horn bearing the 
ribbon segments downward against the anvil is suffi 
cient to sever the fused ribbon segments into two sepa 
rate symmetrical, V-shaped segments 7() and 72, as 
shown in FIG. 4. After the spliced ribbon segments are 
removed from the device, the segments 70, 72 are un 
folded, so that the final ribbon will be'perfectly straight, 
having a splice of approximately il5° from the parallel 
sides of the ribbon. _ ` 

It should be pointed out that the fusing or melting of 
the ribbon segments during the splicing operation oc 
curs only in a very isolated area as, for example, line 86 
shown in FIG. 4. The heat produced by the friction be 
tween the two ribbon segments is isolated to prevent it 
from spreading to surrounding areas of the ribbon seg 
ments by the anvil 60, which acts as a heat sink to draw 
off much of the excess heat produced during the splic 
ing operation. j 

‘ As shown in FIG. 4, when the ribbon segments 70 
and 72‘are spliced, they will form a complete ribbon as 
sembly which is in a folded condition, and which must 
be unfolded to form a straight or ‘continuously dimen 
sioned spliced or fused ribbon segment with the splice 
line at a 15° angle to the sides of the ribbon. Since the 
ribbon is folded when fused, the ribbon segments to be 
fused must be placed in opposing relationship in the po 
sitioning bed, if it- is desired to have surface continuity 
of the fused ribbon. For example, if only one side of 
each of the ribbon segments is coated with ink, the seg 
ments would have to be placed in the locating bed with 
the coated sides facing each other or away from each 
other. 
As mentioned during the discussion of the splicing 

apparatus, the method of splicing the ribbons in the 
most-preferred embodiment calls for the tensioning of 
each ribbon segment at spaced points with a pair of co 
acting tensioning feet and tensioning cavities 68 and 66 
respectively. It has been found that a predetermined 
tension of approximately 3-1/2 ounces applied to the rib 
bon by each tensioning foot and a predetermined rib 
bon splice angle of 15° produced highly desirable re 
sults of 5 to l0 pound weld strength. However, the 
amount of tension need not be restricted to 31/2 ounces, 
nor need .each ribbon segment be tensioned at two 
points. Further, it is possible to obtain improved splic 
ing when only tensioning one of the two ribbon seg 
ments to be spliced. For example, the ribbon segments 
70 and 72 could still be spliced by tensioning only the 
lower segment 70 with both of the tensioning feet 68. 
Although not as satisfactory as tensioning both seg 
ments at two points, this would still holdone of the rib 
bon segments to be spliced secure, so that the move 
ment of the acoustical horn 26 would produce relative 
movement between the ribbon segments 70 and 72 
which would be sufficient to raise the temperature of 
the ribbon segments above the melting temperature of V 
the ribbon material to produce the desired splice. 
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As discussed previously, the tension applied to the 
ribbon segments can be adjusted by changing the ex 
tent of compression required by the pressure legs for 
travel of the upper plate 14 from the raised position to 
the lowered position. This adjustment in travel can be 
achieved by adjusting the connecting bolt 18 between 
the upper plate 14 and the carriage 22. 
The use of the tensioning feet to tension the ribbon 

prior to and during the welding operation in effect fixes 
the position of the ribbon segments to prevent any sym 
pathetic movement of the ribbon during the welding 
operation and, therefore, will insure that the maximum 
Vrelative movement is imparted to the ribbon segments 
by the acoustical horn or welding implement to pro 
duce optimal welding results. 
The coordinated use of coactingatensifoning feet and 

cavities and ribbon positioning grooves in the locating 
pad insures that the ribbon segments to be spliced are 
accurately aligned in the predetermined positions 
which are considered to produce optimum welding of 
the ribbon segments. 
The connection between the upper ribbon tensioning 

fixture and the carriage of the ultrasonic welding unit 
enables the entire welding process to be done on a rela 
tively automated basis. The sequence of the various 
operations is set bythe relative heights of the ribbon 
positioning pads, ribbon tensioning feet, and blade por 
tion of the acoustical horn, so that the various steps in 
the welding process must occur in the proper sequence. 
Once the pressures exerted by the individual pressure 
legs have been established and set, the alignment is 
kept constant, and very little adjustment is necessary. 

lt should also be noted that at the completion of the 
fusing cycle or welding apparatus, not only are the rib 
bon segments fused. but they are also severed into sep 
arate fuse segments, such as those shown in FIG. 4, sav 
ing an additional step of separating the material to be 
saved from that which is to be discarded. _ 
Although the embodiment of the invention has been 

described in connection with the use of an ultrasonic 
welding implement, it should be noted that the appara 
tus and method are also adaptable for other means of 
splicing ribbon segments, such as heat fusing or pres 
sure welding techniques. 

lt will be understood that various changes in the de 
tails, material and arrangement of parts which have 
been herein described and illustrated in order to ex 
plain the nature ofthe invention may be made by those 
skilled in the art within the principle and scope of the 
invention, as expressed in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. Apparatus for splicing ribbon segments, compris 

ing: 
bed means for said ribbon segments; 
means to position said ribbon segments on said bed 
means in proper relationship for splicing; 

means to tension said positioned ribbon segments 
when operatively engaged with said bedmeans; 
and 

means to move said ribbon tensioning means into and 
out of operative engagement with said bed means. 

2. The apparatus for splicing ribbon‘segments ac 
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cording to claim l, wherein said means to tension said 
positioned ribbon segments comprise: 

cavity means in said bed means: and 

8 
tensioning feet means adapted to extend into said 

cavity means to force a quantity of ribbon segment 
into said cavity means to tension said ribbon seg 
ments on said bed means. 

3. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim l, wherein said means to position said 
ribbon segments on said bed means comprise position 
ing pad means biased to press said ribbon segments 
against said bed means. 

4. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 3, wherein said means to position said 
ribbon segments on said bed means further comprise: 

ribbon positioning groove means on said bed means; 
and ` 

depression means in said bed means adapted to re 
ceive said ribbon positioning pad means. 

5. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 1, wherein said means to tension said 
positioned ribbon segments comprise: 
ribbon tensioning fixture means; 
ribbon tensioning feet means connected to said rib 
bon tensioning fixture means; and 

guide means connected to said bed means and said 
ribbon tensioning fixture means to guide said rib 
bon tensioning means into and out of operative en 
gagement with said bed means. 

6. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 5, wherein said means to tension said 
positioned ribbon segments further comprise cavity 
means positioned in said bed means to coact with said 
ribbon tensioning feet means to receive a quantity of 
ribbon urged into said cavity means by said ribbon ten 
sioning feet means. 

"7. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 6, wherein said means to position said 
ribbon segments comprise: 

positioning pad means connected to said ribbon ten 
sioning fixture means and biased to press said rib 
bon segments against said bed means; 

ribbon positioning groove'means in said bed means; 
and 

depressions in said bed means adapted to receive said 
ribbon positioning pad means. 

8. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 7, wherein said cavity means in said 
bed means adapted to coact with said ribbon tensioning 
feet and said depressions in the said bed means adapted 
to receive said ribbon positioning pad means are each 
disposed in said ribbon positioning groove means. 

9. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 1, wherein said means to tension said 
positioned ribbon segments comprise: 
ribbon tensioning fixture means; 
ribbon tensioning feet means connected to said rib 
bon tensioning fixture means; 

said means to position said ribbon segments on said 
bed comprise positioning pad means connected to 
said ribbon tensioning fixture means; and 

resilient means biasing said ribbon tensioning feet 
and ribbon positioning pads to urge said ribbon 
segments against said bed means. 

l0. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 9, further comprising means to adjust 
the biasing force of each of said .ribbon tensioning feet 
and said ribbon positioning pad. 
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11. The apparatus for splicing ribbon segments ac 
cording to claim 10 further comprising: 
guide means connected to said bed means and said 
ribbon tensioning fixture means to guide said rib 
bon tensioning means into and out of operative en 
gagement with said bed means; 

means connected to said ribbon tensioning fixture 
means adapted to connect to a welding implement 
to move said ribbon tensioning fixture means in as 
sociation with movement of said welding imple 
ment means; and 

wherein said means to position said ribbon segments 
comprise: 

a plurality of ribbon positioning grooves intersecting 
on said bed means; and 

anvil means disposed on said bed means at the inter 
section of said plurality of ribbon positioning 
grooves, said anvil means adapted to coact with a 
welding implement means to fuse ribbon segments 
placed in said ribbon positioning groove means. 

12. A method for splicing ribbon segments compris 
ing the steps of: 
placing a first and a second ribbon segment on a bed 

in proper relationship for splicing; 
fixing the position of said first and second ribbon seg 
ments; j 

tensioning at least one of said ribbon segments; and 

contacting said ribbon segments together to cause 
joining of said first and second ribbon segments. 

13. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim l2, wherein each of said first and second 
ribbon segments are tensioned prior to contacting said 
ribbon segments together to cause joining. 

14. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord» 
ing to claim l2, wherein at least one of said first and 
second ribbon segments are tensioned by deforming 
said ribbon segment at spaced locations on said ribbon 
segment. 

15. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord~ 
ing to claim 12, wherein the step of contacting said rib 
bon segments together to cause joining includes the 
step of ultrasonically vibrating said ribbon segments to 
produce frictional forces between said ribbon seg 
ments. 

16. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim 15, wherein said frictional forces produced 
by ultrasonically vibrating said ribbon segments are suf 
ficient to raise the temperature of said ribbon segments 
above the melting point of said ribbon material to cause 
fusion of said ribbon segments. 

17. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
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10 
ing to claim 15, wherein portions of said first and sec 
ond ribbon segments are placed on said bed in overlap 
ping relationship to each other. 

18. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim 17, wherein the step of contacting said rib 
bon segments together includes pressing said first and 
second ribbon segments together in said overlapping 
portions of said ribbon segments. 

19. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim 12 which, after the step of contacting said 
ribbon segments together to cause joining of' said first 
and second segments, further comprises the step of sep 
arating said joined first and second ribbon segments to 
form at least one spliced ribbon assembly. 

20. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim 119 wherein said joined first and second rib~ 
bon segments are separated into two separate spliced 
ribbon assemblies. 

2l. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim 19 which, after the step of separating the 
joined first and second ribbon segments to form at least 
one spliced ribbon assembly, further comprises the step 
of' unfolding said spliced ribbon assembly to form a 
continuously dimensioned ribbon portion having a 
splice thereon. . 

22. The method for splicing ribbon segments accord 
ing to claim 12, wherein: . 

said first and second ribbon segmentstare placed in 
overlapping, criss-cross relationship on said bed; 

prior to the step of contacting said ribbon segments 
together to cause joining, each of said first and sec» 
ond ribbon segments are tensioned by deforming 
said ribbon segments at spaced locations on each 
of said ribbon segments; 

the step of contacting said ribbon segments together 
to cause joining includes the step of ultrasonically 
vibrating said ribbon segments to produce fric~ 
tional forces between said ribbon segments which 
will raise the temperature of said ribbon segments 
above the melting point of said ribbon material to 
cause fusion of said ribbon segments; and, which, 

after the step of contacting said ribbon segments to~ 
gether to cause joining of said first and second rib 
bon segments, further comprises the steps of: 

separating said joined first and second ribbon seg 
ments to form at least one spliced ribbon assembly; 
and 

unfolding said spliced ribbon assembly to form a con 
tinuously dimensioned ribbon portion having a 
splice thereon. ` 


